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To:   Dartford Joint Transportation Board  

By: Tim Read - Head of Transportation 

Date: 4 March 2014 

Subject:  B3228 Cotton Lane highway safety concerns 

Classification: Information only  

Summary: This report provides a response to concerns raised about road 
safety and traffic speed on B3228 Cotton Lane.  The report is for information 
only. 
 
 

1. Background and Discussion 

1.1     At the December 2013 meeting of Dartford JTB, members raised 
concerns about road safety and traffic speed on B3228 Cotton Road 
in the vicinity of the Stone House Hospital site. 

Crash records 

1.2     Officers have investigated the reported personal injury crash history 
along the road for the past three years, which returned four crashes 
none of which appear to be related: Three crashes involved drivers 
failing to look when turning out of Cotton Lane (unclassified road), 
Bow Arrow Lane and the entrance to Dartford Judo Club.  The fourth 
crash was attributed to a vehicle fault with no other vehicles 
involved.  It should be noted that the database will only show 
records of crashes occurring up to the last update at the end of 
September 2013. 

1.3 On the basis of the current personal injury crash record, any scheme 
aimed at improving road safety in this locality would not address any 
known deficiency and hence not be a priority for funding at the 
present time. 

Recent development near B3228 Cotton Lane 

1.4 Officers have received anecdotal reports of contractors parking on 
the carriageway in the vicinity of the development sites on the former 
Stone House Hospital site.  Notably, concerns were raised about 
vehicles parked in close proximity of the signal-controlled junction 
with A226 London Road causing reduced forward visibility for 
vehicles, traffic queues back through the junction, subsequent 
delays and conflict.  Officers have made several visits to the area in 
late January 2014 but have not noted any problems.  It is therefore 
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likely that either works have finished or developments have reached 
the stage where remaining contractors can park off-carriageway. 

1.5 There are agreements in place pursuant to Section 106 of the Town 
and Country Planning Act 1990 for local highway improvements 
linked to the developments.  Notably (a) implementation of waiting 
restrictions around the junction of Martin Drive and B3228 Cotton 
Lane to protect visibility and (b) implementation of a local speed limit 
on B3228 Cotton Lane. 

1.6 As there are no on-street issues, there is no further action to be 
taken at present other than those outlined in the Section 106 
agreements. 

2. Recommendations 

2.1 That the Board note the contents of this report and agree that 
officers continue to monitor the area. 

______________________________________________________________ 
 
Background documents: The background documents pertaining to this 
report are held on KCC Highways and Transportation file 
 
Appendices 
None 
 
Contact officer: 
Paul Brand 
Tel: 08458 247800 


